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Two parameters, :} and ;} , play a central role in the sieve
method of Diamond, Halberstam, and Richert. For each value of
the sieve dimension }>1, :} is the point beyond which the DHR
upper sieve improves upon the upper bound sieve function of
Ankeny and Onishi; and the sieving limit ;} is the point beyond
which the DHR lower sieve yields a nontrivial (i.e., positive) lower
bound. We show that for all large enough }, :} lies within a
bounded distance of \} , the largest positive zero of Iwaniec’s
function q}( } ) and that ;} is smaller than &} , the sieving limit of
the AnkenyOnishi sieve.  1997 Academic Press
The authors, in association with the late Professor H.-E. Richert, have
constructed a class of sieves for all dimensions }>1 (see [DHR1DHR9])
that are hybrids of Selberg’s upper bound sieve and a variation of the com-
binatorial sieves of RosserIwaniec ([I]). Some applications of these sieves
to problems of dimension not exceeding 10 are described in [DH1], and
from these it is apparent that the DHR method often improves somewhat
on the sieves of Ankeny and Onishi (AO sieves for short) [AO] (see also
[HR, Chap. 10]).
The DHR method involves two parameters of crucial importance: for
}>1, :} is the point beyond which the DHR upper sieve improves upon
that of Ankeny and Onishi; and the sieving limit ;} beyond which the DHR
lower sieve yields a nontrivial (i.e., positive) lower bound.
In this article we do two things: we show that for all large enough }, :}
lies within a bounded distance of \} , the largest positive zero of Iwaniec’s
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;} is smaller than &} , the sieving limit of the AO sieves. More precisely, we
prove
Theorem 1. For all }200,
\}+1<:}<\}+2.5.
In view of (q2) in the Appendix, it follows that :} tc0} where
c0=3.5911 ... is defined in (q3). Actually, the inequality \}+1<:} holds
for all }>}0=1.8344323 ... . When }0<}<200, a simplified version of the
proof of the upper inequality for :} yields an absolute constant c such that
:}<c. Also, \}+12<:}<\}+2 when 1}}0 [DHR5]. We may
combine these remarks in the statement
:}=\}+O(1), }1.
Theorem 2. For all }200 we have
;}<&} .
A table of values for :} , ;} , and &} , 1}10, is given in Appendix III
of [DHR1]. Theorem 2 shows that, in the matter of sieving limits, DHR
sieves are sharper than AO sieves; but the numerical data suggest that the
two methods are close for large }. It is proved in [AO] that &} t2.44...}
as }  .
We follow our usual mode of presentation by putting technical prepara-
tion into an Appendix; but some readers may find several results in the
_- and q-sections there to be of independent interest.
We are indebted to the referee for a careful reading and some useful
suggestions.
1. Proof of Theorem 1. In Propositions 5.1, 5.2, and Lemma 3.1 of
[DHR5], we have shown that for all }>}0 , :=:} is the least solution
exceeding \}+1 of the transcendental equation l}(u)=0; here (see the
proof of Proposition 5.1 of [DHR5])
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the functions _} , p} , q} and the number \} (associated with q}) are defined
in the corresponding sections of the Appendix, and all relevant information
about them is either referenced or proved there. From now on we drop the
suffix } except when clarity demands it.
Since l (\+1)<0, it suffices to prove that l (u)>0 for some u\+2.5






&1+ for u=\+2.5; }200. (1.3)


















From now on we shall suppose (unless stated otherwise) that u>\+1,
}200, and (see Proposition q1 of the Appendix) consequently that
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(see (q3) for the definition of c0=3.5911214...). Since up(u&1) increases
with u by Lemma p2, we have
up(u&1)=(\+2.5) p(\+1.5)<(c0 }&0.65) p(c0}&1.65)




by Lemma p1 (with $=13.5). When }200 we obtain
up(u&1)<0.7831314,

























&=1, 2, 3, 4. (1.11)
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&+1+log c5&& , &=1, 2, 3, 4. (1.12)























log2 c5&& {c125&& \1+
&&1
2
log c5&&+&&2 log c5&&&1= , (1.13)
using only that (q$q)(x) is decreasing in x (see (q9)).
When we make use of the convexity of (q$q)(x) (see (q11)) we can do
a little better in the cases &=2, 3, 4; the improvement over (1.13) in these
cases is very small but nevertheless crucial. By convexity the curve

















lies below the line joining these points, and all the more below the line
joining the points
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u&(12) &+1 {log c5&&+2 \x&u+
1
2
&&1+ log c6&&c5&&= dx
















The numerical quantities ci conform in magnitude to the decreasing nature
of (q$q)(x), so that c5&&>c6&& . With this in mind, the integral on the left
















a=log c5&& , b=log c5&&&log c6&&
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e&t 2 dt, u<v. (1.15)
























- log(c1 c2)& .
We turn to the remaining integral I1, 5&& (&=1, 2, 3). We have, using
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Take &=3 first. We derive from the estimate (1.14) of the integral on the


















































In the q-section of the Appendix we show that at u=\+2.5 and }200
we may take
log c1=1.998428, log c2=1.820768,
(1.20)
log c3=1.711742, log c4=1.638429
in (1.12) (see (q17) and (q18)); and consequently an elementary computa-
tion, confirmed by reference to Mathematica [Wol], yields
E11>0.001453, E12>0.000150, E13>0.000010977.
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With those numbers we derive from (1.10), together with (1.16), (1.17),
(1.18), and (1.19),
I1(\+2.5)<7.9642
in confirmation of (1.9). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
2. Proof of Theorem 2. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we begin by
quoting from Proposition 5.1 of [DHR5] that if }>}0 , then :}>;}+1









































:p(:)((1_(:))&1)+} :+1:&1 p(t)((1_(t&1))&1) dt
(:&1) p(:&1)
,































p(t) \ 1_(t&1)&1+ dt= . (2.2)
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Let V}(:) denote the expression on the right. Then V}(:) may be rewritten
in the form































t}&1 \ 1_(t&1)&1+ dt&;}=V}(:). (2.3)










t}&1 \ 1_(t&1)&1+ dt&u}.
The function G(u) is decreasing in u, with G(1+)= and G()=&.
If we define u=u(V ) implicitly by G(u)=V, then u(V) is a decreasing func-
tion of V, u(0)=&} and u(V}(:))=;} . By Proposition q1, \}>3.5} if
}200, and by the Corollary to Lemma q3, \}<c0}&3.15 if }200.
Hence, by Theorem 1,
3.5}+1<:}<c0 } for }200,
and to prove Theorem 2 it suffices to show that
V}(u)>0 when 3.5}uc0} (2.5)






&1+ , 3.5}uc0}, (2.6)
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=\ 1_(u)&1+ , 3.5}uc0}, (2.9)
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Hence, by (2.9), it is enough to show that
J2>0.827 \ 1_(u)&1+ (2.10)
for all }200.

















when 3.5}uc0}. By (_3) the integral on the right exceeds
u1&} exp \(u&1)
2
8} + _$(u) |

u










exp \& 14u2+ ;
hence, the integral exceeds







+ e1c0 exp \& 149}+
_B2}&2 \u, 12+ _$(u)
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Applying (_5) we deduce that
J2>1.9849 \1&2}&1u +\1&_(u)+





by the Corollary to Lemma _1, provided 3.5}uc0} and }200. Com-
paring this last estimate with (2.10) we see that (2.5) holds and, hence, that
Theorem 2 is proved.
APPENDIX
Section T.
We begin with some technical preparation. We may as well assume
throughout the Appendix that }200.
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We require lower bounds for
B&(u, b) :=u&& exp \(u&1)
2
8} + A&(u, b)
in the two cases (i) &=}&1, b=0, and (ii) &=2}&2, b= 12 , both when }
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If we write & in place of &+2 and use the fact that B&(u, b) is nonnegative,














and at &=1 we have, from the definition of B& , that



















but we now improve (T2) substantially in

























Proof. We use induction on r. The case r=0 is given in (T2). Suppose





































The first result follows upon changing summation indices.
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The second inequality follows from the first, at some cost in accuracy.
























from which the second inequality follows at once. K
















Proof. In the first case we choose r=[ 12}
12], so that 2r+1



















These two remarks imply the first inequality.
In the second case take r=[}12& 12], so that 2r+12(}
12&1)>1 if
}3. Here
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=exp {(2}&3) log \1+ 12c0}+=
































These estimates yield the second inequality. K




p(u)tu&1 as u  +. (p2)
The function is positive, decreasing in u>0 (for an analysis see, e.g.,
[DHR3]) and from the paper just cited (see Proposition 6) we quote
Lemma p1. Let $>0. Then (u+}&$) p(u) in increasing on }$&1
u<, and therefore p(u)<(u+}&$)&1 if u}$&1.
From Lemma p1 we derive
Lemma p2. The function (u+1) p(u) is increasing in u>1.
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But since (u+}) p(u) is decreasing in u [DHR3, Corollary 4] we have










The _ function. For }>0 let _}(u) be defined for u # R as the con-
tinuous solution of the differential difference system
_}(u)={0,u}A} ,
u0,
0<u2, A} :=(2e#)} 1(}+1),
(u&}_}(u))$=&}u&}&1_}(u&2), 2<u;
the latter statement is equivalent to
u_$}(u)=}_}(u)&}_}(u&2), 2<u.
For simplicity we write _(u)=_}(u). The function _(u) was introduced
in [AO], and from that important paper and [GR] we quote some basic
information.
The function _(u) increases strictly and exponentially to 1 as u  . Its
derivative with respect to u, _$(u), is continuous and positive for u>0. It
has its maximum at u=U2(}), where
2}&1<U2(})<2},
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and tends exponentially to 0 as u  ; moreover, _$(u) has inflection




Precisely, U2(}) is the unique zero of _"(u) in u>0, and is simple; U3(}),
V3(}) are the only zeros of _$$$(u) in u>0 and both are simple.
We see from these remarks that _$(u) is concave on (U3 , V3), so that the
triangle with vertices at (U3 , 0), (U2 , _$(U2)), and (V3 , 0) lies below the

















To obtain a lower bound for _$(U2), and with another application in















An easy conclusion gives
F $(s)=}(e&2s&1) F(s)s
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We use the fourth moment to prove
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Of course, even higher moments lead to sharper versions of Lemma _1.
We record for later application the following consequence of the lemma:
Corollary. For }200,
_}(3.5})>0.99994.
In Lemma _2 of [DHR5] we prove that _$}(u) is convex in











and this may be restated as
_"(u)+\1&2}&1u + _$(u)0, uV3*+2.
We deduce at once that
(_$(u) u&2}+1eu)$0,
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in other words, that
u&2}+1eu_$(u) is decreasing in uV3*+2. (_2)
In the opposite direction we have, as in Lemma _3 of [DHR5], that
_"(u)+\u&14} &
}&1
u + _$(u)>0, uV3*+3,
so that
u&}+1 exp \ 18} (u&1)2+ _$(u) is increasing in uV3*+3. (_3)
We use these monotonicities to compare _$(u) with 1&_(u) for large u














_$(u)\1&2}&1u + (1&_(u)), uV 3*+2. (_5)
In the opposite direction we combine (_3), (_4), and the corollary
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The function q}(u). The function q(u)=q}(u) is the unique solution of
the differential difference equation
(uq(u))$=}q(u)+}q(u+1) (q1)
that satisfies
q(u)tu2}&1 as }  +.






c0 log(c0 e)=1. (q3)
The function q(u) has been discussed also in [DHR2, DHR3] and several
results are to be found in these papers that are needed here. We record
from [DHR2] that
q (&)} (u)>0 on \}u< for 1&<2}, (q4)





u&}q(u+1) is convex on \<u< when }2; (q7)

















(t) dt is decreasing in u>\ (q9)
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There are two more results that we shall use below that lie deeper and have
been proved only recently, in [DH2]: when }>1,
q$
q









(u) is increasing, in \<u<. (q12)
We recall another number, u0=u0(}), that was introduced in the proof
of (q10) and will receive further analysis here. Since (q$q)(u) decreases




(u0)=log c0=1.2784645... . (q13)
In [DHR3]we find that
u0<c0}&1log c0 . (q14)
Below we shall manage to confine u0 within sharper bounds. We begin by
improving (q5) for all large enough }. For this we require
Lemma q1. (q$q)(\+ 54)<2+(1c0)=2.27846..., }2.
Proof. We start with
(u1&}q(u))$=}u&}q(u+1),





&} q(\+ 32) (q15)
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We are now in a position to prove
Proposition q1. When }200 we have
\}>3.5}.
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TABLE I
Hypothetical Upper Estimates for q$q
u q$q( \+u) u q$q( \+u)
1.25 2.27847 9.25 1.22917
1.75 1.94504 9.75 1.21311
2.25 1.76296 10.25 1.19696
2.75 1.64773 10.75 1.18041
3.25 1.56751 11.25 1.16311
3.75 1.5078 11.75 1.14464
4.25 1.46107 12.25 1.12444
4.75 1.42306 12.75 1.10174
5.25 1.39116 13.25 1.07546
5.75 1.36368 13.75 1.04393
6.25 1.33949 14.25 1.0045
6.75 1.31777 14.75 0.952547
7.25 1.29792 15.25 0.87928
7.75 1.27948 15.75 0.765246
8.25 1.26208 16.25 0.555967












}+ , u>\. (q16)
We now suppose that }200 and assume on the contrary that \}3.5}













We use this recurrence in an iterative procedure, starting with u= 54 and




which is impossible since q and q$ are positive on (\, ) (see (q4)). K
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in conjunction with (q10), this yields yet another proof of (q2). We turn to
improve the bounds on u0 . We use







Proof. By (q4), q(4)(u)>0 when u>\. It follows by Simpson’s rule (see,








































Since (q$q)(u) is decreasing in u>\ by (q9) we deduce from (q13) and
this corollary that
u0>\+1 when }200.
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In fact, since u0>\+1, the second assertion in (q12) implies that






Lemma q3. If }200,
\}+1.6759<u0<}c0&1.4744.






































<(c0+1) }&1&}c0 \1&exp \12
log c0
(c0&1) }+1&1log c0++
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As an immediate consequence we obtain
Corollary. If }200,
\}<c0}&3.15.
This inequality is very helpful, because it enables us to derive Proposi-
tion q2 below, which will lead us to some important numerical consequences.
Proposition q2. Suppose }200, B is a constant satisfying 1B2.5





























<log \c0’(B)&1&1} ((3.15&B) ’(B)&1)+
<log(c0’(B)&1),
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We shall use this result to estimate q(\+1+(&2)) from above, for &=1,
2, 3, 4 on the basis of the following.
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by (q11); this inequality is merely a restatement of the first result of the
lemma. The second is a matter of numerical computation. K
By an application of Proposition q2 we derive an unconditional upper
bound for (q$q)(\+32); for if the inequality hypothesized in Lemma q4

























and we may now conclude that, unconditionally,
q$
q
(\+1.5)<1.998428 if }200. (q17)
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